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In [l] Robert Hermann introduced the concept of tangent vector

fields on the space of maps of one manifold into another. A special

type of these are the "¿-vector fields" which were studied in [3],

where this author defined their bracket and exponential. This paper

explores further the analogy with classical continuous groups. Specif-

ically, we study invariance of systems of partial differential equations

under è-vector fields.

1. Introduction. Every map and manifold is Cx unless otherwise

noted. Jk = Jk(N, M) is the manifold of k-jetsjl(f) of order k of maps

/: N—>M from the manifold N to the manifold M. a and ß are the

source and target projections, pt+t: Jk+i—>-Ii the usual projection.

T(M) denotes the tangent bundle to M, Mv the tangent space at

y EM, w the tangent bundle projection. CCC(Q) is the algebra (over

the reals R) of O real-valued functions on the manifold Q.

A k-vector field is a map 8: Cx(M)—*Cx(Jk) which is linear over R

and satisfies

6(FG) = (Foß)8(G) + (Goß)8(F).

In [3] the ith prolongation P'8: Ca(Ji)^C<a(Ji+k) was defined. This

satisfies, for HECX(M), Fand GEC<°(Ji),Pi8(FG) = (F o p'¡+t)Pi8(G)
+ (Go pl+^P^F) and P^H o ß) = 8(H) o p?+i. Using these facts one

sees that if 8 and \p are k- and i-vector fields, respectively, then

[0, ip]=PidoTp-Pk4/od is a (£-K)-vector field.

In local coordinates (x*) on N, (y*-) on M, (x\ yx, p\, ■ • ■ , p\. ■■,,)

on /*, where i, ji, • • • , J*=l, • • • , re; X=l, • • • , m, we follow

Kuranishi [4] in defining for each FEC™(Jk), d*jFEC'"(Jk+1) by

t         dF       dF    x                        dF        x
à)F - — + — Pi + • • • + —-Ph- •/„■•

dx>    óy dp\...jk

If 8 is a /fe-vector field, then in local coordinates 8 may be expressed

in the form 8 = ax(d/dyx) where the ax are real-valued functions on the

coordinate neighborhood U in /*. If FECX'(M), then 8(F) on U is
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the function ax(dF/dyx o ß). In these local coordinates the ith pro-

longation of 6 has the expression

i x    d t  x   d # t   x       d
P 6 = a-h o. a-\- • • • + d¡. • • • 3, ¿a - •

ôy dp) dP\...u

(See [3, Lemma l].) We shall also need the following lemma whose

proof we omit.

Lemma 1. Let 0 be a k-vector field, Fh F2ECa,(Ji), GECa(M) and

FEC'a(Ji-i), where 0<j<i. Then

(A) PV(F o pU) = (P^O(F)) o p£}+i,
(B) Pi8(Goß)=e(G)op\+t,

(C) P^FiF,) = (Fi o p^P^F,) +(F2 o pl^P^Fi),
(D) P<0(d'h ■ ■ ■ d*hGoA)=à*h ■ ■ ■ d*ß(G) opi+1, r<k,

(E) P<0(ß*h ■ ■ ■ dÍFop\_1+r) = (d{ ■ ■ ■ djP^d(F)) opt)+t+r, r<j.
Conversely, if <p: C"'(Ji)->C'c(Ji+k) satisfies (A), ■ ■ ■ , (E) when P*9 is

replaced by <£, then <p = Pid.

Another important property for us is that if FECx(Ji),f: N-+M,

then (d/dxi)G(ji(f)) = (dfG)(ji+1(f)) for all GEC«^) [2, Proposition
1.10].

Let /=( — €, e). An integral curve of 0 starting at/o: N—>M is a

1-parameter family /: NXI^>M with fo(x) =f(x, 0) and for every

FEC»(M),

e(jt(f))(F) = e(F)(j"x(f)) =^(F of)(x, t) = ((/* ¿) f) (*, t).

2. Differential systems. A system 2 of partial differential equa-

tions (s.p.d.e.) of order h with N as independent and M as dependent

variables is a finitely generated ideal in C°°(Jk). A solution of S is a

map/: N^M such that F(j*(f))=0 for all xEN, FGS. P*2 denotes
the s.p.d.e. of order h + k generated by the functions Fophh+k,

ô/Fopîîî, • • • , d{ ■ ■ ■ d{F, l£j, jtún, F£2.
Definition. A ¿-vector field d leaves S invariant if for each F£2,

Phd(F)EPk^-

Compare with [2] for the older theory. The intuitive meaning of

invariance under a transformation group was that the transforma-

tions permute the solutions. We shall show that if /o is a solution of

2 which belongs to an integral curve of 6, then 2 evaluated at this

integral curve has zero derivatives at /o of all orders.

Lemma 2. If 6 is an invariant vector field of 2, then 0 is an invariant

vector field for P'2, all i.
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This follows from (D) and (E) in Lemma 1. Using local coordinates,

a calculation proves

Lemma 3. // FGOUO,/: NXI^M, and (df/dt) =8(jl(f)), then

-F(j[(f)) = P0(F)U*+i(/>.
at

Lemma 4. ///: N-+M is a solution of 2, it is a solution of P*S, all i.

Theorem 1. Suppose that

(A) 8 is an invariant k-vector field of 2,

(B) /: NXI-+M satisfies (df/dt) =8(jl(f)), and
(C) /( , 0) : A->M is a solution of 2.

Then (dn/dtn)F(j"x(f))\ <=0 = 0 for all xEN, FG2, and n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

Proof. From Lemma 3,

f /(/,(/))  = pV)U**C7).
at

However, Ph6(F) GP*2, and/is a solution of P*2 by Lemma 4. Hence

P*0(F)(/Î+A(/)) | (»o = 0, all xEN. Let F1 = Ph8(F)EPk^. By Lemma 3,

PÄ+V)|,„(/) = ̂ F1or(/)) = 4:
d h

- F(jx(D)
dt dt Ldt

Using Lemma 4 as before, (d2/dt2)F(jx(f))\ <_o = 0. Continuing in this

way, the result follows. Q.E.D.

When the manifolds and functions are real-analytic, Theorem 1

implies that integral curves of an invariant vector field which pass

through one solution yield solutions for all parameter values.

3. Lie algebra structure.

Proposition. Let 8 and \p be k- and h-vector fields, respectively. Then

p«'[e, ̂] = Pi+he o py - p«+v o p-ô.

Proof. By induction on i. A local coordinate calculation shows

the result for i=l. Call <f>: C",(Ji)-^C»(Ji+h+k) the operator on the

right-hand side. We shall use Lemma 1. Let Fu F2ECx(Ji),GECx'(M),

and FG O (/<->').

pi+he o P'KF o pi,) = P*VW*ÍF) o pZL,)

= (Pi+^(P<-V(F)))op^:t;.

= (pí+^pí-V)(f)op::::l„
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applying Lemma 1(A) to ip and 6. Interchanging 6 and \p, we find

P4>(F o p-_y) = (Ft_V(F)) o ptltk-i-

Now, by induction, P''-'<£(F) =Pi->[d, \j/]. Hence (A) holds for cb. The

same technique works for (B), • • • , (E). Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. If 6 and \p are k- and h-vector fields, respectively, which

leave 2 invariant, then [d, \p] leaves 2 invariant.

Proof. If FG2 and 2 is of order i, then P{[0, i£](F) =Pi+hd o Pty(F)
-Pi+k4/oPid(F). However, Pty(F)EPK2. By Lemma 2, 9 is an in-

variant vector field of PA2, so Pi+hd o Pty(F)EPh+k2. Similarly
pi+>Í,oP<d(F)EPh+k2. Q.E.D.

We conclude that the set of all ¿-vector fields, fe=l, 2, • • • , leav-

ing 2 invariant forms a Lie algebra under the bracket.

4. An example. Let N=En, M=Em. Consider an s.p.d.e. of the

type

— = 4>Hx\ - - ■ , x"-1, y, —, • ■ ■ ,-],
dx»       \ dx1 ó**"-1/

X, ju=l, • • • , m. On J1 let Fx = pl-<^(x\ y", pï), and let 2 be gen-

erated by F1, • • • , Fm. Then by a calculation one may check that

0 = cbx(d/dyx) turns out to be an invariant vector field of 2.

We can see that 6 generates solutions of the Cauchy problem asso-

ciated with 2. Since 6 is independent of x" and p\, it can be considered

a 1-vector field on £"_1. Suppose/0: Fn_1—>£m is the initial data at

xn = 0. Suppose 7={xn|— e<xn<e} and /: En~1Xl-+Em is an in-

tegral curve of 6 through /0. But that is merely another way of saying

that / is a solution of 2.
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